TEACHER GUIDE for

Performance Excerpts: The Live
Creature & Ethereal Things
Virtual Resource 2021
A collaboration with Flying Bobcat Theatrical Laboratory
inspired by Red Fred Project®
Original music by John Paul Hayward
Costume by Jared Gold
Choreography by Daniel Charon

Dancers: Dominica Greene, Megan McCarthy, Nicholas Jurica,
Brian Nelson, Bashaun Williams, Melissa Rochelle Younker
Guest Performer: Tito Livas

About the Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
Ririe-Woodbury (Rī′-rē Woŏd′-bûr-ē) Dance Company was founded in 1964 by two Utah
women, Joan Woodbury and Shirley Ririe, who were both professors of dance at the
University of Utah. Their passion for dance not only
included performance, choreography, and pedagogy, it was
accompanied by a deep commitment to dance as a
valuable art form and its necessity in the education of
youth. Over the years, the Company has grown from its
beginning as a local entity, into an internationally renowned
contemporary dance company, having performed in every
state in the United States, as well as throughout Europe,
South Africa, Southeast Asia, the Caribbean, and the British
Isles. Most recently in 2018, Ririe-Woodbury toured to
Mongolia and South Korea as part of the cultural diplomacy
program, DanceMotion USA, representing the
U.S.Department of State.

Inspiration for The Live Creature & Ethereal Things

Ask your student the theme question:
If you could write a book for the entire world to read,
what would it be about?
The Red Fred Project® (Founder and Executive Director, Dallas Graham) was one of the
main inspirations for this production. The Red Fred Project finds children living in
extraordinary circumstances and asks them the question: If you could write a book for
the entire world to read, what would it be about? The books use photography, graphic
design, story-telling techniques and star a vibrant group of birds made from commas and
exclamation marks called The Jolly Troop. As you watch the performance of The Live
Creature & Ethereal Things, see how the characters in The Jolly Troop are translated and
brought to life by movement of the dancers and Daniel Charon (Ririe-Woodbury Dance
Company's Artistic Director)'s choreography.
Ririe-Woodbury dancers are…
Bashaun Williams - RED FRED
Nicholas Jurica - ALGERNON and DRED FRED
Brian Nelson - MAGNUS
Dominica Greene - YVETTE
Melissa Younker - PENNY
Megan McCarthy- STILTS
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Introduction of dance elements
An understanding of the elements of dance will be very helpful for your students as they
watch this film. This will also give you a good base for the other lessons and activities
suggested in this Teacher Guide. Every movement that exists is made up of using the
body as an instrument, working with the elements of space, shape, time, and motion
(energy quality).

The body.

Your body is the artistic instrument in dance. How much do you know
about your own body? Discuss with your students:
● What do you need to keep your body healthy? What kind of food do you need to
eat (nutrition) and how do you want to spend your days to stay well? (i.e.,
studying, playing, moving, relaxing, having a balanced schedule for different
activities throughout the day, sleeping well, etc.)
● How can you make your body strong? Can you do that by doing certain exercises,
such as jogging, stretching, or swimming? In what ways do these activities help
your body (endurance, flexibility, muscular strength, etc.)? Dance is an art form
but also an exercise. How does dancing help your physical well being?

The space.

Space can be thought of as large or small. Large space could mean that
you use a lot of space in the room, or it could mean that the range of space you use in
your body is large. A very well known Movement Analyst and Dance Educator, Rudolph
Laban, called the space your body takes up in space “kinesphere” as if you are inside a
stretchable sphere of space (or a bubble). Take for example, when you windmill arms
making huge circles in space while jumping. Then imagine making tiny movements of a
finger bending and stretching. There are different amounts of space you can use in
dancing. Space can also include direction(forward, backwards, sideways, diagonal), level
(high-medium-low), or pathways (straight, curving, zigzag, etc).

The shape.

Shapes are
everywhere. Particularly in dance,
shape is really part of space. What
kind of shapes can you make with
your own body? When is a shape
symmetrical (the same on both
sides) or asymmetrical? Can you
make shapes using all curved lines
and then all straight lines? Can your
body make a tall, wide, narrow,
short, large, or small shape?
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The time.

Time is a fascinating element to explore with
movement. All of the time considerations used in music: duration,
speed/tempo, pulse/beat, accent, meter, phrase, syncopation,
rhythm etc. can be explored with movement in space or with body
parts.

The quality of motion.

Energy or force changes the quality
of the motion of the body. If you use a lot of energy you can create
strong movement. Very little energy can make a free-floating kind of movement.
Depending on your choice, little energy can also translate into weak and limp, or very
soft kinds of movement. Lots of tension makes hard and little tension makes relaxed
movement. It is fun to change your energy to create a change of dynamics in the quality
of your movement.

Activities for the classroom
You can do the following activities with your students.

Words ending in ‘er’ that relate to
people working in the cultural arts
Did you know that you don’t have to be a dancer to be part of a production like The Live
Creature & Ethereal Things? There are many jobs for people in the performing arts.
They work together to create a big theater performance. To understand different cultural
jobs and responsibilities, try this activity below.
1. Match the word from Column A to the definition in Column B.
Column A
a. Composer
b. Collaborator
c. Choreographer
d. Costume Designer
e. Lighting Designer
f. Actor
g. Photographer
h. Dancer
i. Videographer

Column B
1. a person who creates lights and effects
2. a person who occasionally narrates and acts
3. a person who creates the music or sound score
4. a person who creates the dance
5. a person who takes pictures
6. a person who performs the dance
7. a person who makes the costumes
8. a person who takes videos or films
9. a person who works jointly to create something
together
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WRITING & DRAWING ACTIVITY
The Live Creature & Ethereal Things is created in collaboration with many artists, and
you can learn about how they develop the story together. In this particular production,
in addition to the story telling through dance and movement, there are other aspects
like literature (inspirational book from The Red Fred Project®) and theatre/drama that all
contribute to the overall picture. Both writers and actors use written and/or spoken
language to express and communicate ideas and share their stories.
Here is a writing and drawing activity you can do with your students
● One unique story that appears in this performance is that of Penny’s - one of the
Jolly Troop bird characters. Share the description of Penny with your students.
Description of Penny: “Penny runs everywhere. Once she gets her eyes set on
something, she doesn’t stop. She wants to be the world’s fastest bird. Currently,
she is working on dodging raindrops and making curry from scratch.”
● Distribute a sheet of paper for each student to write on. Colorful papers would
be fun and work really well!
● Ask the students to write about themselves, following the example of Penny’s
story about herself - a brief biography of who they are, using the words they
know. Encourage them to use adjectives, verbs, and descriptive words.
● Perhaps they can list one or two things they particularly like or enjoy doing,
places they like visiting, their favorite things to eat, etc.
● Now, what would you look like if you turned into a bird with all these
characteristics? Draw a picture yourself as a bird - what would you look like, in
what color, and would you even have the same name, or a different name as a
bird? Use your imagination and have fun!

MOVEMENT ACTIVITY: EXPLORE THE ELEMENT OF SHAPE
In the performance of The Live Creature & Ethereal Things, there are several dances
where dancers work in pairs - a duet relationship. In one particular dance called “Best
Friends,” dancers Bashaun Williams and Brian Nelson seem to have great bond and
friendship, and are very dependent and trusting of each other. When working with
another person or in a group to create and perform a dance, it takes a lot of
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collaboration. You have to give each other a chance to contribute ideas, listen well, and
take care of each other. Let’s see how we can create a shape dance with friends in the
classroom.
Find a partner. Create an interesting shape by yourself, but in close proximity to the
other person. Perhaps it is a picture of two people interacting, but frozen in the
moment. Two shapes are independent of each other, very near but not touching. Can
you make these shapes move in space together in one direction, still keeping the very
close distance, but not touching?
Now make a two person shape that is dependent upon
another person. Try balancing or lifting shapes where each
needs the other to make the shape. Can you find a smooth
transition from the independent shape (by yourself) and
dependent shape (with your friend) in 8 counts? After
holding the dependent shape for 8 more counts, can you go
back to your independent shape in 8 counts, as if a
videotape rewinding back to where you started?
Can you create a three person dependent shape, where
each person is a necessary element? How can this shape
travel without losing its form? You can put together the
sequence from one person shape to the duet, and to the
trio shape - and come up with different transitions each
time. Add music and share with each other!

POST PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY (approximately 30 - 45 minutes)
Lead your students through following activities:
● Close your eyes and do an instant replay of the film.
● Describe what you have seen and remembered.
● Was one moment more memorable and why?
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● Discuss how dance is different and similar to other forms of human movement
such as sports, play, everyday activities.
● Ask for volunteers to show some of the dance movements they remembered.
● Ask for volunteers to draw or write their reactions.
Younger students can draw pictures as their response.
For older students who are more advanced writers:
Ask the class to write a critique. Think about the elements of dance - body as an artistic
instrument, time, space, shape, and energetic qualities of the motion. Think about the
production elements - music, costumes, lighting, and choreography. Encourage students
to comment on what they have seen, heard, or felt. For example, how many dancers
were in the performance? Did the music support or contrast the dance, in what ways?
Was there one special meaningful moment for you and why? What emotion did you
feel? How did the costumes and stage sets/props work?
For Grades 9 - 12
Use all the above information. Imagine you are a reviewer from a local newspaper.
Write 100 words about the concert from the viewpoint of wanting the readership to
attend the next performance.

THANK YOU FOR WATCHING AND SEE YOU NEXT TIME!
Teacher Guide for The Live Creature & Ethereal Things
Compiled by Ai Fujii Nelson/Education Director
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
March 2021
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We would like to thank our sponsors…
Music commissioned by the Charles and Joan Gross Family Foundation.
Additional support for the creation of The Live Creature was provided by Mary Jane
O’Connor, Marriner S. Eccles Foundation, Richard K. and Shirley S. Hemingway
Foundation, Price Family Foundation, and Zions Bank

Utah State Board of Education
Professional Outreach Programs
in the Schools (POPS)

B.W. Bastian Foundation

Robert Beswick

R. Harold Burton Foundation

McCarthey Family Foundation

Marie Eccles Caine Foundation - Russell Family

Richard K. and Shirley S. Hemingway U.S. Bank
Jarvis and Constance Doctorow Family Foundation
Henry W. & Leslie M. Eskuche Foundation
Andrea Golding Legacy Foundation Larry H. Miller Charities
The Mark and Kathie Miller Foundation
O.C. Tanner Company Union Pacific Foundation
Season sponsors:
National Endowment of the Arts

George S. and Dolores Eccles Foundation

Utah Legislature

Utah Division of Arts and Museums

John and Marcia Price Family Foundation

ZAP - Zoo Arts and Parks

Lawrence and Janet T. Dee Foundation

Emma Eccles Jones Foundation

Salt Lake City Arts Council

Arttix
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